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Faith Precedes The Miracle Based
It is unfair that anyone’s daily survival would depend on another to make tough decisions about the role they might play, or not, in their very fragile lives.
Word on the Street: Experiencing the miracle of the kingdom
How today's "faith-adjacent" films are finding less preachy ways to tell stories and reach a broader audience.
How New ‘Faith-Adjacent’ Films Are Preaching Beyond the Choir
People are talking again, same people, same things. We are as clueless as we were during the previous surge of Corona. Masks, social distancing, sanitisers and lockdown are our mainstay. As to the ...
Faith & hope: Best antidotes
You tend to throw things into your suitcase that you may need such as a can opener, knife, rain gear etc. The Ancient Egyptians were the most advanced packers when preparing for their journey to the ...
You can’t take it with you: Why the Torah doesn’t mention a World-to-Come
"Regardless of our faith tradition, we can be grateful for the returning beauty and bounty of the earth, which are gifts that God sends us in this season." ...
Faith in Focus: Counting the Omer and blessings this spring
A terrible tragedy struck all of us when so many lost their lives in the Meron Lag BaOmer celebrations, followed by a murderous drive-by shooting. At the same time we have seen outbursts of ...
Tragedy and the Silence of God
"Himala," which means "miracle" in the Filipino language Tagalog ... Scriptwriter Ricky Lee, based his story on a real incident on Cabra Island, in Mindoro Occidental, Philippines.
The miracle of a classic movie resurrected
Rome, Italy, Apr 15, 2021 / 12:11 pm America/Denver (CNA). Armida Barelli, a lay Catholic leader who formed “generations of conscious and motivated women” in the faith, will be beatified after ...
Soon-to-be-beatified Italian woman pioneered faith-based feminism
Stefanik is widely expected to ascend to the position of House GOP conference chair by lashing herself to a cause that undermines the same democratic process she once hoped to strengthen.
The 'Handmaiden of Trump': How Elise Stefanik Went From Moderate to MAGA
In the grip of a deadly second wave of COVID-19, religious charities and faith-based organizations are among the many civil society groups that have stepped up to mobilize COVID relief efforts.
‘We need a place to serve’: As India’s COVID-19 cases spiral, faith groups step up
When it comes to technology, I’m an early adapter. I usually get the newest tech that interests me as soon as it is available, unless the upgrade is so minimal ...
Why I Haven’t Gotten The Shot (Yet?)
Please contact individual movie theaters for showtimes.
Movie Minis for the week of May 6
There is a way to protect the LGBTQ community and people of faith if Americans would rediscover a passion for compromise ...
Meeting in the middle on religious and LGBTQ rights
Recognition of heroic virtues precedes beatification, which requires a miracle. It then takes a second ... animated by a deep but discreet Catholic faith. The highlight of his political career ...
Outrage as French Catholics seek to make EU founder a saint - 'Europeanist sect' attacked
Mother’s Day is for homemade cards, brunches, flowers and candy. This year, it will be even sweeter for one Upstate family thanks to them saying “yes” to a question and a call they never ...
Fostering, adopting make Mother’s Day sweeter for SC family
Crikey readers on calls to boycott the Winter Olympics, Scott Morrison's faith, and real solutions to that milkshake video.
The cost of boycotting China’s Winter Olympics — and the price of going along
My mom’s Jewish faith ... based on religion. Through that agency, my parents and I found each other. Today, the state no longer contracts with that agency. The discriminatory Miracle Hill ...
A Jewish mom adopted me. The Supreme Court could make finding a home like mine much harder.
If Hollywood really wants to reestablish its connection with the general public, let me make it easy for them. First, don’t hold yourself up as above the people you serve. Go easy on the preaching.
Hollywood loses America + Hope on the horizon with Netflix’s “Blue Miracle”
ROME — Armida Barelli, a lay Catholic leader who formed “generations of conscious and motivated women” in the faith, will be beatified after the Church approved a miracle attributed to her ...
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